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Octogenarian Kalamandalam P.K. Narayanan 
Nambiar is a towering figure among 
theatre percussionists of the country.   

Awarded the Padma Shri this year, the mizhavu  
maestro has become the first of his clan to  earn this  
national honour.

This unassuming and quiet but artistically 
adamant gentleman was unmoved when he 
came to know of the honour. Of friends and fans  
who called on him to greet, he politely enquired, “Anything 
special?” When they congratulated him and said, “Asan, 
we are glad to know that you are among the Padma Shri 
recipients”, he just smiled with a hardly audible “Yes”.  
After a brief pause, Nambiar, son of one of the most 
wonderful theatre actors of the last century, the late 
Mani Madhava Chakyar, said, “It is my father’s blessings. 
I dedicate this honour to the memory of the masters of  
yore who preserved our tradition by dedicating their  
whole life.”  [Sruti published a cover story on Mani 
Madhava Chakyar in August 1990/Sruti 71].

Along with the Chakyars, the Nambiars too played a 
significant role in preserving the legacy of Koodiyattam. 
Women of the Nambiar community, known as Nangiars, 
traditionally don the female roles. As part of their ‘kula 
tozhil’ (the predominant profession attached to the caste) 
the Nambiars accompanied the Chakyars and Nangiars 
with mizhavu, one of the oldest percussion instruments  
of the country, and provided all sorts of help in the green-
room.  A reference to mizhavu in the second century  
Tamil classic Silappadhikaram is believed to be the  
earliest reference to it.

P.K. Narayanan Nambiar redefined the role and methodology 
of mizhavu, till then considered mere percussion to provide 
rhythm and sound to the performer on stage. In tune with 
changing times, but staying within tradition, he initiated 
an unequivocal style of his own that was highly lyrical. 

With his magical fingers Nambiar brilliantly unveiled 
the poetic nuances and rhythmic modulations of the 
instrument. His hands on the mizhavu spoke in extremely 
variant volumes about the theatrical vibrancy of a variety 
of epic characters, from Ravana to Hanuman, Rama to 
Bali, and for female roles, giving a highly individualistic  
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quality to both the characters and his performance. He 
created memorable moods for the enchanting Lalita 
and Rama,  Lakshmana of Soorpanakhankam, Ravana 
and Hanuman of Toranayudham, the mighty bird Jatayu 
of Jatayu Vadham or the saint and his disciple (the court 
jester) of the seventh century farce Bhagavadajjukam.
The performances of the Nambiars were regarded as 
rhythmic poetry.  Even the great Kalakkath Kunjan 
Nambiar (1705-1770), once a mizhavu performer, had to 
change his field and take to the art of Thullal to permanently 
establish his name in the arts history of Kerala. In other 
words, Kunjan Nambiar’s dream of the 18th century came 
true in the 20th century through Narayanan Nambiar.
Narayanan Nambiar is the seniormost living performer 
of mizhavu today. Almost all the mizhavu artists and 
performers of today are his disciples or grand disciples. He 
is the only living ‘kulapati’ of the form and is often called 
the “Pattikkamthodi of mizhavu”, which the maestro 
richly deserves.  “I feel I am very fortunate and blessed as 
an artist”, he says. 
During the last century, the art of Koodiyattam was 
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sustained with a variety of styles like 
Mani, Ammannur, Koyppa (also known 
as Painkulam), Kidangoor and Pothiyil.  
Since 1965 the Painkulam legacy flourished 
as the Kalamandalam style due to the 
institutionalisation of the art with Painkulam 
Rama Chakyar as the chieftain.  However, 
the art of mizhavu predominated with the 
style that Narayanan Nambiar composed 
and propagated. “The sthayi (permanent 
emotion) of the character and the situation 
of the episode under play are always my 
primary consideration while accompanying 
and not the mere volume of the mizhavu.” All the maestros 
since the middle of  the last century longed to have him 
for percussion accompaniment.  

His illustrious artistic life may be divided into four segments. 
At the age of 12, he  accompanied the performances 
conducted as a formal ritual in temples of north Kerala 
— like Kottiyoor, Madaikavu, and in central Kerala — like 
Avittathoor and Peruvanam, as a traditional Nambiar boy. 
“This experience at a tender age helped me substantially 
later in formatting the artist in me”. The second innings 
from 1962 comprised extensive performances in Kerala 
and at a few centres outside the state as percussionist to 
his illustrious father and also as the guru of mizhavu at 
the Kerala Kalamandalam (1966). During this period he 
groomed a host of brilliant mizhavu performers of our times 
like V.K.K. Hariharan and Eswaran Unni, among others.

On his retirement from Kalamandalam in 1988, he came 
forward to re-choreograph Mantrankam Koodiyattam 
through Margi, Tiruvanantapuram, and give many  

performances and carry out experiments. 
This marked the third segment of his 
artistic endeavour. Now he devotes most 
of his time to the Mani Madhava Chakyar 
Smaraka Gurukulam, an institution 
he founded in memory of his father, at  
Lakkidi in Ottapalam, his hometown. 
Through the gurukulam, Nambiar 
choreographed new plays like Matha-
vilasam and Kaliyankam and came forward 
with new stories namely Anthaka Vadham 
and Markandeya Charitam for Chakyar 
Koothu performances. Even at 80, the word 

‘rest’ has no place in his dictionary. 

Additionally, what makes him a versatile genius is the 
substantial contribution he has made as a researcher, 
writer and scholar.  He became famous with the first book 
on Nangiar Koothu, Sreekrishna Charitam Nangiaramma 
Koothu, published by the  Kerala Kalamandalam in 1984.  
It substantially helped in reviving this 10th century tradition 
confined to a few temples as mere ritual, to a stage art. 
Nambiar also authored the books Mantrankam (1980), 
and Mizhavu-Nambiar’s Kramadeepika (2005) and the 
research dissertations Koodiyattavum Natysastravum and 
Natyavum Yagnavum, significant writings in Koodiyattam 
literature. All this was in addition to his several articles 
on the intricacies and philosophical elements of Sanskrit 
theatre tradition, some of which are collected and published 
under the title Manjusha (2005).  

Narayanan Nambiar was the first to conceive and execute 
the art of tayambaka (a highly rhythmic ensemble) on 
the mizhavu in 1948. It is now commonly performed like  
any other percussion ensemble. Until 1996, he used to 

perform Koodiyattam, as 
both the nayaka (hero) and 
the vidooshaka (jester).  
His debut performance in 
1954 at Lakkidi Kunjan 
Memorial Library, as 
Arjuna (hero) in Subhadra 
Dhananjayam, was a 
milestone in the history of 
the art as it was the first 
Koodiyattam presentation 
by a non-Chakyar outside 
the temple precincts. 
Nambiar is also a seasoned 
Patakam performer and a 
Sanskrit scholar.              n 

Mizhavu tayambaka — Nambiar with his disciples
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